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Defendants .

This action involves a dispute over the proceeds of a $700,000
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DIANA LYNN STAMPS,

Plaintiff,

v .

JFB PROPERTIES, LLC, CHARLES
PRATER, and CRAIG VAUGHN,

ORDER

This case is presently before the Court on defendants JFB

Properties and Charles Prater's Renewed Motion for Judgment as a

Matter of Law or Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict [276] . In

their motion, defendants argue, among other things, that there is

insufficient evidence to sustain the jury's verdict finding a

confidential relationship between Thomas Stamps and Charles Prater .

Resolution of defendants' motion depends on an unsettled question of

Georgia law . Accordingly, the Court CERTIFIES the question to the

Supreme Court of Georgia .

I . BACKGROUND
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policy insuring the life of plaintiff Diana Stamps' deceased husband,

Thomas Stamps . Five months prior to Mr . Stamps' death, the Stamps

signed a document in which they agreed to sell, for $350,000, a

$700,000 term life policy on Mr . Stamps' life to JFB Properties, LLC

("JFB"), which is a company owned by defendants Prater and Vaughn .

Following Mr . Stamps' death, Mrs . Stamps informed the insurance

company that it should not disburse the proceeds of the policy to the

named beneficiary, JFB, because she disputed JFB's ownership of the

policy . Specifically, it was Mrs . Stamps' position that she and her

husband had not intended to sell the policy to JFB, but instead had

believed that they were signing a document that merely purported to

use the life insurance policy as collateral for a $350,000 loan .

The present litigation has centered on the question whether the

sale agreement between the Stamps and JFB should be enforced, as

written, or whether the contract should instead be rescinded .

Construing the evidence in the light most favorable to the plaintiff,

the pertinent facts are as follows . Thomas Stamps was an attorney

and sole-practitioner ; his wife assisted him in his legal practice .

Defendant Charles Prater was a long-standing client, business

1 . The jury found for the plaintiff as to her claim that
defendant Charles Prater had committed fraud . The present post-trial
motion by Charles Prater that has prompted this order challenges that
verdict . As plaintiff was the prevailing party as to Prater on the
fraud claim, the Court construes the evidence in the light most
favorable to her .
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associate, and friend of Stamps . Defendant Craig Vaughn was a former

client of Stamps, but their relationship had soured somewhat when

Stamps missed a filing date on a lawsuit that Vaughn had retained him

to bring. Notwithstanding this disappointment with Stamps'

performance, Vaughn participated with Prater in efforts to help

Thomas Stamps financially after the latter was diagnosed with cancer

and became unable to work . Prater and Vaughn were, and remain, the

principal members of defendant JFB Properties, LLC ("JFB") .

Thomas Stamps was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia in early

2003 . Upon learning this news, Prater, at his own expense, engaged

a doctor to consult with Stamps . Prater also visited Stamps during

his initial hospital stay, and arranged for a preacher to visit, as

well . Stamps' health quickly deteriorated, and he was no longer able

to work after March, 2003 . The Stamps soon fell behind on their home

mortgage payments, which mortgage went into default status, and they

were in extreme financial distress by mid-2003 .

The Stamps confided to Prater that they were having substantial

financial difficulties, and they sought his help . To that end, they

expenses and their only apparent asset, other than their heavily

mortgaged home : term life insurance policies . Prater promised to

help and affirmatively undertook to provide financial assistance to

the Stamps . He approached various third parties on the Stamps'
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behalf and solicited a mutual friend, Jimmy Doyle, to look for

sources of funding .

When these efforts proved unsuccessful, Prater, himself, agreed

to loan money to the Stamps . Along with defendant Craig Vaughn and

Jimmy Doyle, on June 10, 2003, Prater loaned the Stamps $50,000 in

exchange for an unsecured promissory note . This note was prepared by

Rick Brown, an attorney who regularly represented Prater .

This $50,000, however, was but a temporary stopgap to the

Stamps' financial crisis . Accordingly, soon thereafter, Mr . Stamps

asked for Vaughn and Prater's assistance in obtaining an additional

$300,000 to cover his ongoing living expenses while he underwent

further treatment for his leukemia .

The parties sharply dispute the substance of Mr . Stamps'

subsequent conversations with Vaughn and Prater . Construing the

evidence most favorably to plaintiff, Prater offered to buy one of

the term life insurance policies on Stamps' life Z--the $700,000

policy-but Stamps rejected the offer . Prater then agreed that he

would instead loan the Stamps an additional $300,000, and indicated

that Mr . Brown would prepare the loan documents using the $700,000

2 The Stamps also had other term life insurance policies on
which the plaintiff Diana Stamps was able to collect over two million
dollars after Thomas Stamps' death . These policies were not the
subject of the agreement between the Stamps and defendant and they
were not the subject of this litigation .
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life insurance policy as collateral . According to plaintiff, the

loan was to be a loan for $350,000 that would include the $50,000

that Vaughn, Prater, and Doyle had already provided the Stamps, plus

an additional $300,000 to meet their ongoing living expenses .'

On June 13, 2003, PPrater reported to prison in Florida to serve

a sentence for a federal tax fraud conviction . Shortly thereafter,

Prater called the Stamps and told them that Craig Vaughn would be

taking care of the transaction and that the loan documents were being

prepared .

telephoned Craig Vaughn and, in need of the $300,0000 that Prater and

Vaughn were to be providing, asked whether the paperwork was

complete . Vaughn indicated that it was, and he agreed to drop

everything and bring the paperwork to the hospital . Vaughn brought

a contract drafted by Prater's attorney, Rick Brown, to Stamps'

hospital room . The contract was titled "Agreement for Sale of Life

Insurance," and its terms provided for the sale of the life insurance

policy to JFB for $350,000 . Mr . Stamps signed the contract, agreeing

to transfer "all his right, title, and interest" in the policy to

3 Again, the facts are taken in the light most favorable to
plaintiff . Defendant Prater avers that the Stamps were well aware
that he and Vaughn would be purchasing the policy .

5
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JFB . Plaintiff signed a consent to the sale as the primary

beneficiary . According to plaintiff, however, neither she nor Mr .

Stamps read the agreement before they signed it . Thus, they failed

to realize that the agreement provided for the sale of the insurance

policy, not a loan secured by the policy .

Thomas Stamps died on December 24, 2003 . Following his death,

plaintiff and JFB filed competing claims to the proceeds of the

$700,000 life insurance policy . JFB claimed to be the owner and

beneficiary of the policy as a result of the July 28, 2003 sale

agreement . Plaintiff claimed that the sale agreement was void

because it was induced by fraud and because Mr . Stamps was

incompetent when he signed it . To resolve the dispute between

plaintiff and JFB, the insurer deposited the policy proceeds into the

Court's registry and filed this interpleader action .

The action was tried before a jury, which rendered a special

verdict on January 20, 2009 . The jury found that Mr . Stamps was

competent when he signed the July 28, 2003 agreement and therefore

plaintiff did not prevail on this part of her claim . As to the

fraud claim, the jury found that defendant Craig Vaughn did not have

a confidential relationship with the Stamps . As such a relationship

was a prerequisite to the fraud claim under the facts of this case,

the jury found for defendant Vaughn on this claim . The jury,

however, found that Stamps did have a confidential relationship with
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defendant Charles Prater . The jury also found that this confidential

relationship justified the Stamps' decision to rely on Prater's

earlier oral representations as to how the agreement governing the

transfer of the additional $300,000 would be drafted, instead of

actually reading the document that they were signing . The jury

concluded that Prater had fraudulently induced Stamps to enter into

the agreement by misrepresenting its terms .

Based on the jury's findings, the Court entered judgment for

plaintiff on her claim that the agreement for sale of the insurance

policy was void because it was induced by fraud . The Court issued an

order rescinding the agreement and deeming plaintiff to be the

beneficiary of the insurance policy . The Court stayed execution of

the judgment pending the disposition of post-judgment motions .

Defendants JFB and Prater subsequently filed a motion for judgment as

a matter of law on plaintiff's fraud claim, which is presently before

the Court .

II . DISCUSSION

The document signed by the Stamps on July 28, 2003 clearly

provided that the Stamps were agreeing to sell the term life

insurance policy, not obtain a loan using the policy as collateral .

Had either Mr . or Mrs . Stamps even cursorily examined the document,

they would have . readily determined this fact . Under these facts and

under Georgia law, plaintiff is able to prevail only if the
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relationship between her husband and Prater was a "confidential

relationship" that justified the Stamps in their decision to forego

reading the document .

In support of their motion, defendants contend that the evidence

presented at trial was insufficient, as a matter of Georgia law, to

establish a confidential relationship between Stamps and Prater . In

ruling on defendants' motion, the Court must view all of the

evidence, and draw all reasonable inferences, in the light most

favorable to plaintiff . Aronowitz v . Health-Chem Corp ., 513 F .3d

1229, 1236 ( 11th Cir . 2008) . The Court must then determine whether

there is a "legally sufficient evidentiary basis" for the jury's

finding on the confidential relationship issue . Id . In this case,

judgment as a matter of law is appropriate if the evidence is

insufficient to permit a reasonable jury to find a confidential

relationship between Stamps and Prater . Id .

A . Georgia Law Is Unclear I,

Under the facts of this case, plaintiff can prevail in her fraud

claim against Prater only if she proved the existence of a

confidential relationship between Prater and the Stamps . It is

unclear, however, whether Georgia law supports the jury's finding of

a confidential relationship under the circumstances described above .

O .C .G .A . § 23-2-58 provides that :
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Any relationship shall be deemed confidential, whether
arising from nature, created by law, or resulting from
contracts, where one party is so situated as to exercise a
controlling influence over the will, conduct, and interest
of another or where, from a similar relationship of mutual
confidence, the haw requires the utmost good faith, such as
the relationship between partners, principal and agent,
etc .

O .C .G .A . § 23-2-58 .

Interpreting the above language, Georgia courts have sometimes

defined the term "confidential relationship" in a somewhat conclusory

fashion, indicating that this relationship "may be found whenever one

party is justified in reposing confidence in another ." Tankersley V .

Barker, 286 Ga . App . 788, 790 (2007) . See also Vitner v . Funk, 182

Ga . App . 39, 42 (1987 ) (" [t] he showing of a relationship in fact which

justifies the reposing of confidence by one party in another is all

the law requires") .

Thus, according to plaintiff, judicial opinions like those in

Tankersley and Vitner give support to the notion that Georgia courts

will generally defer to a jury's determination that a confidential

relationship existed . Should that be the case, each jury would then

be permitted to craft its own legal standard for determining when a

confidential relationship exists and there would be no governing

legal standard by which one could gauge whether a jury's conclusion

-were incorrect, as a matter of law .

Yet, defendants cite other Georgia case law that more narrowly
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defines those relationships that rise to the level of "confidential"

under O .C .G .A . § 23-2-58 . For example, Georgia courts have long held

that "mere friendship" is legally insufficient to create a

confidential relationship . See Smith v . Walden, 249 Ga . App . 757

(2001) ("mere friendship and close fellowship, without more, do not

create a fiduciary relationship") In addition, Georgia courts do

not generally find ordinary business relationships, such as the

relationship between a bank and its customers, a landlord and its

tenant, or even an employer and its employee, to be confidential .

See Morrell v . Wellstar Health Sys ., Inc ., 280 Ga . App . 1, 7 (2006)

("In the majority of business dealings, opposite parties have trust

and confidence in each other's integrity, but there is no

confidential relationship by this alone .") .

Indeed, in spite of the broad language of § 23-2-58, most of the

cases in which Georgia courts have recognized the existence of a

confidential relationship involve well-accepted and traditional

fiduciary relationships, such as partners, principals and agents, and

attorneys and clients .4 See Allen v . Sanders, 176 Ga . App . 647, 649

( 1985)("A special relation of trust or confidence exists between

9 Although Prater and Stamps enjoyed an attorney-client
relationship, it should be noted that no fiduciary duties arose from
that relationship, as it was Stamps who was the attorney, and
therefore, the fiduciary, and Prater who was the client and to whom
any fiduciary obligations would be owed .
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partners, who owe a duty of 'utmost good faith' to each other .") and

Griffin v. Fowler, 260 Ga . App . 443 (2003) (noting the undisputed

fiduciary duties that a lawyer owes his client) .

Construing all of the evidence in favor of plaintiff, the

relationship between Stamps and Prater was arguably more than a "mere

friendship" or an ordinary business relationship, as Prater promised

Stamps that he would assist him financially, and he voluntarily

undertook to provide that assistance at a time when Stamps was in

extremely poor health . Nevertheless, there is no evidence that

Prater and Stamps had the kind of relationship that would be

typically recognized as bestowing fiduciary duties on Prater as to

his dealings with Stamps . Thus, even after a careful review of the

relevant Georgia authorities, it is unclear whether the particular

circumstances in this case are sufficient to sustain the jury's

finding of a confidential relationship between Thomas Stamps and

Charles Prater .

B . Certification Is Appropriate

Georgia statutory law authorizes certification of state law

questions that are "determinative of [a] case" pending in federal

district court when there are "no clear controlling precedents" in

the decisions of the Georgia Supreme Court . O .C .G .A . § 15-2-9 . The

Eleventh Circuit has indicated that "[s]ubstantial doubt about a

question of state law upon which a particular case turns should be
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resolved by certifying the question to the state supreme court ."

Cascade Crossing II, LLC v . Radioshack Corp ., 480 F .3d 1228, 1231

(11th Cir . 2007)(certifying a question concerning the application of

O .C .G .A . § 13-1-11) .

To decide defendants' motion for judgment notwithstanding the

verdict, the Court must be able to determine whether, as a matter of

law, there was sufficient evidence to support a finding that there

was a confidential relationship between Mr . Stamps and Mr . Prater .

As noted, the Court has found no controlling precedent on this

question in the Georgia Supreme Court . Accordingly,, the Court

certifies the following question to the Georgia Supreme Court :

Does Georgia law support the finding of a confidential
relationship between Prater and Stamps, such that Prater
owed a fiduciary obligation to Stamps where :

(1) Prater and Stamps were close friends and business
associates ;

(2) Stamps was a practicing attorney and had represented
Prater in the past ;

(3) Stamps asked for Prayer's help in meeting his financial
obligations while he recovered from leukemia and, in
connection with this request, provided detailed information
to Prater about his finances and about the life insurance
policy at issue in this case ;

(4) Prater promised and voluntarily undertook to help
Stamps, personally loaned Stamps $50,000 in exchange for an
unsecured promissory note, and later agreed to loan Stamps
$300,000 more, with the term $700,000 life insurance policy
to be used as collateral for the $350,000 loan ; and
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(5) Prater informed Stamps that he would have his attorney
draft a loan agreement whereby the life insurance policy
would be used as collateral for a $350,000 loan?

This question is solely an issue of Georgia state law that

should be decided by the Georgia Supreme Court . In certifying this

question, the Court does not intend to restrict the issues considered

by the state courts or to limit that court's discretion in choosing

how to frame or answer those issues in light of the facts of the

5 A related question posed by defendant concerns whether the
plaintiff may rely on a confidential relationship with one individual
(here Prater), but actually formalize the agreement in question with
another person (Vaughn) . As noted, Prater was in prison in another
state when the agreement for sale of the policy was drafted by
Prater's attorney and delivered by Vaughn . Neither Prater's
attorney, Ken Brown, nor Vaughn enjoyed a confidential relationship
with the Stamps .

According to defendant, Georgia law forgives a signer's failure
to read a contract only when that signer enjoys a confidential
relationship with the party drafter of the contract, such that the
signer could justifiably rely on the drafter's oral representations
as to the content of the document being signed . Defendant argues
that, even accepting the plaintiff's assertion that the negotiations
between the Stamps and Prater focused on a loan, not a sale of the
term life insurance policy, the Stamps could not have reasonably
relied on Vaughn or Brown to draft a document that was consistent
with their and Prater's agreement .

In short, defendant Prater argues that, even if the Stamps
enjoyed a confidential relationship with him, it was unreasonable for
them to fail to read a document that they knew he would have been
unable to review and therefore unable to provide any assurances as to
that document's contents . Stated another way, even if the Stamps
were entitled to rely on Prater's representations, they were not
justified in relying on representations purportedly made by Vaughn or
Brown . Rather, the Stamps should have read the agreement that they
signed .
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case . See Cascade Crossing, 480 F .3d at 1232 . To assist the state ',

court's consideration of this question, the entire record in this

case and the briefs of the parties are transmitted herewith .

SO ORDERED, this __ 5 day of September, 2009 .

LIE E . CARVES
CHIEF UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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